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To Grahamstown and Back: Towards a Socio-Cultural History of Southern 
Africa.
In this lecture Gewald describes and expands upon a painting by Thomas 
Baines that depicts Amaxhosa migrant labourers leaving the Cape Colony 
in 1848. It is Gewald’s belief that what is depicted in this painting is 
representative of what happened in Southern Africa as a whole between 
1650 and the present. He uses the painting as a lens through which to look 
and think about the sub-continent’s past and present. He does this by 
examining the painting in terms of what it tells us about the movement of 
people, goods and ideas in Southern Africa.
Bearing in mind the admonition not to be antiquarian in the pursuit of 
historical meaning, Gewald seeks to begin with the material objects of 
everyday life and then place them in a socio-cultural setting and study 
them through time. Over time there has been a convergence of desires, 
consumption and the use of material objects within Southern Africa. 
These material objects only gain meaning when placed within the socio-
cultural context in which they are used.
In conclusion Gewald argues that Southern Africa is a single whole, 
albeit with different accents. What ties Southern Africa together besides 
culturally informed deep structure is labour, economic institutions and 
the consumptive practises of its population. The economic institutions 
established in the past two centuries, be they mining companies, labour 
recruiting agencies, retail chains or trade and border agreements bind 
Southern Africa together. With slight regional variations and dependent 
on their class position, Southern Africans work for money, for the same 
employers, eat the same foods and aspire to the same material goods. In these 
terms, there is more that binds Southern Africans together than divides them.
To Grahamstown and back:
Towards a Socio-Cultural History of Southern Africa.
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Mijnheer de Rector Magnificus, members of the diplomatic 
community, leden van het bestuur van het Afrika-Studiecentrum, 
leden van het curatorium van deze leerstoel, zeer gewaardeerde 
toehoorders,
“The struggle of man against power is the struggle of 
memory against forgetting.”
Milan Kundera, The Book of Laughter and Forgetting 
“Father, do you see this gentleman? This gentleman is 
visiting us from the capital. He visits all the forts along 
the frontier. His work is to find out the truth. That is all 
he does. He finds out the truth. If you do not speak to 
me you will have to speak to him. Do you understand?”
J.M. Coetzee, Waiting for the Barbarians
On Wednesday 21st June 1848 at quarter past ten in the 
morning, the young British artist, Thomas Baines, who was 
travelling along the recently constructed Queen’s Road from 
Fort Beaufort to Grahamstown in the Eastern Cape of South 
Africa sat down on a rock “near the thirtieth milestone”. He 
sketched a party of Xhosa men and women who passed by 
as they were “returning from the Colony with the property 
they had acquired, of which the guns only were carried by the 
men, while the iron pots and heavier articles were borne by 
the women and the pack oxen … on their way to their native 
country”.1 Shortly thereafter he crossed the Koonap River just 
above its confluence with the Great Fish River where he saw 
and sketched “another company ... returning like the former 
party to their own country … wading through the drift; the 
women, as before, bearing heavy piles of goods ... while the 
men passed on unburdened save by the musket or the kerrie”.2
In this lecture I will describe and expand upon the scene that 
resulted from these sketches and came to be depicted in the 
painting entitled Kaffirs having made their fortunes leaving the 
Colony.3 It is my belief that what is depicted in this painting is 
representative of what happened in Southern Africa as a whole 
between 1650 and the present. I will use the painting as a lens 
through which to look and think about the sub-continent’s 
past and present. I will do this by investigating the painting 
in terms of what it tells us about the movement of people, 
goods and ideas in Southern Africa. Underlying this movement 
are the persistent attempts by those with power to control, 
constrain and regulate this movement. Not surprisingly this 
has led to conflict. Conflict that, as far too much of my earlier 
work has demonstrated, characterizes so much of the history 
of Southern Africa.4 I believe that investigating the manner 
in which people have sought to acquire what they desire, 
often in the face of constraints - be they environmental, 
geographical or political - coupled with their ideas with regard 
to the manner in which the world functions, will throw light 
on fundamental processes that determine Southern Africa’s 
human history.5 What happened in the Eastern Cape was a 
precursor to events further afield where settler colonies came 
to be established.6 Focussing on the painting by Baines, the 
body of this lecture is divided into three parts that consider the 
movement and control of people, goods and ideas in Southern 
Africa’s historical past. But first a little more detail about the 
artist, the painting, and the context in which it was produced.
John Thomas Baines (1820-1875) was born in England and 
travelled to Cape Town in 1842 where he found employment 
as a coach painter before becoming an artist and trusting 
“entirely to my pencil for support”.7 In early 1848, he travelled 
by ship to Port Elizabeth and then overland to Grahamstown, 
which had been established in 1812 as the base for British 
military operations in the Eastern Cape. In Grahamstown, 
Baines joined a hunting expedition to the Orange River. It 
was on the return journey that he sat down and sketched the 
Amaxhosa parties and their newly acquired belongings as they 
returned from working in the Cape Colony. At the outbreak 
of the 8th Frontier War (Mlanjeni’s War) in 1850, Baines was 
appointed as an official war artist in the British Army. And 
in the 1850s, he travelled through parts of Australia before 
joining David Livingstone on his ill-fated expedition along 
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the Zambezi River.8 Following his dismissal by Livingstone, 
Baines then travelled extensively throughout Southern Africa 
in Damaraland, Ngamiland and Mashonaland.9 He died in 
Durban in 1875.
The painting that is the subject of this presentation is one of 
two by Baines that depict Amaxhosa returning from Cape 
Colony laden with goods acquired through their labour 
there and is based on sketches completed on 21st June 1848.10 
Under a clear sky with cirrus and cumulus clouds in the 
background, a party of six women, three men, a boy, a girl 
and a baby make their way, accompanied by two oxen, from 
right to left in the foreground. Behind the figures, a ridge of 
hills (the Koonap Heights) bisects the painting horizontally 
and adds depth to the painting. One of the women is carrying 
a three-legged cast-iron cooking pot on her head, four of 
the women have bundles of goods on their heads and the 
sixth has a baby on her back. All the figures are dressed in 
clothing and blankets made of manufactured cloth. The two 
men flanking the oxen are carrying muskets. The man in the 
foreground has a manufactured blanket draped over his left 
arm. The two long-horned oxen plod along with the party; one 
of the oxen bearing blankets on its horns, while the other is 
accompanied by a boy bearing a herding stick and displaying 
a serrated dewlap that has been cut for aesthetic purposes and 
to denote ownership. Bringing up the rear is a man dressed 
in manufactured clothes whose face is obscured by a broad-
brimmed hat. This man is carrying a sleeping mat or blanket 
roll as well as calabashes or cooking utensils on his back. At 
the very centre of the party, the focal point of the picture is a 
splash of cobalt blue that detonates with the muted browns 
and earth colours that dominate the rest of the painting.11 This 
is a small satin pouch/purse that is being carried by the young 
woman wearing the gauntlet of brass bands.
In this beautifully crafted and carefully planned painting, 
it is clear that Baines positioned the figures so that their 
clothing and accoutrements could be displayed to their best 
advantage. But in addition, the painting is a text-book example 
of composition, with the satin pouch at the very centre of 
the painting. The lines of sight formed by the muskets, the 
shadows of the women as well as their clothing all serve to 
draw the eye to the centre of the picture. Immediately to the 
right of the splash of colour, which is the young woman’s 
satin purse, is a milestone engraved with the letters, GT XXX 
(Grahamstown 30 miles). Slightly to the right and above the 
milestone, in the background one can make out a semaphore 
tower on the Koonap Heights, which was built by the Royal 
Engineers as part of a line of communication between 
Grahamstown and Fort Beaufort prior to the 7th Frontier War.
 
The tranquil scene portrayed by Baines belies the savagery 
of the 100 years of intermittent warfare that was waged on 
the eastern frontier of the Cape Colony.12 These were wars 
in which thousands upon thousands of people died, either 
in battle or of starvation, and hundreds of thousands more 
were left destitute and at the mercy of those more fortunate 
than themselves. The fighting wrought havoc in the lives of 
people, commoners or royals alike. When Baines made his 
early morning sketches of Xhosa migrant labourers in June 
1848, he did so two years after the outbreak of the 7th Frontier 
War (The War of the Axe), and two years before the outbreak 
of the 8th Frontier War (Mlanjeni’s War).13 Indeed, the Queen’s 
Road, which he was travelling along from Fort Beaufort to 
Grahamstown, had been expressly built for the purposes of 
war and the rapid transport and deployment of British forces 
along the frontier.
Movement of People
At the Cape of Good Hope there are many exquisitely 
beautiful farm houses built in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. ... They were built by slaves and 
with the proceeds of the exploitation of slave labour. … 
Beautiful they may be, but neither they nor the society 
that built them can be the objects of romanticism. … 
The class that had these houses built had human beings 
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plucked away from their homes and shipped from all the 
ports of the Indian Ocean to the Cape. Then they were 
worked in the fields, until they died. … The life of the 
slaves was harsh, short and frustrated.14
The movement of people has been the norm in Southern 
Africa. No matter what their economic base, be they hunter-
gatherers, pastoralists or agriculturalists, environmental 
conditions determined that people had to move to live.15 In 
that sense, Thomas Baines’s scene of people moving is not 
particularly interesting; people moved all the time.16 What 
makes the Xhosa men and women returning from the Cape 
Colony interesting is that they did this as migrant labourers.17 
Migrant labour has had a pervasive and enduring impact 
on human society in Southern Africa; it is perhaps the most 
important theme in the last 350 years of Southern African 
history.18 The establishment of a settler society at the Cape 
in 1652 led to the development of an economy that, at least 
until 1973, was structurally short of labour and consistently 
hungered for and consumed millions upon millions of 
labourers.19 Contemporary South Africa has been built and 
developed by migrant labour and large parts of the economy 
continue to depend on the employment of migrant labour, 
much of which comes from far beyond its borders.20
The continual movement and employment of people from 
far away has a dark slave history that cannot be ignored when 
looking at Southern Africa’s past. Far from being isolated from 
the world, the Cape was “integrated into the wider structures 
of the VOC’s mercantilist empire, with a level of capitalist 
farming which responded closely to market forces”.21 As the 
Cape expanded, so too did its demand for labour and, from 
the very beginning, this was provided by slaves. By 1713 
the number of slaves at the Cape exceeded the number of 
European settlers (burghers). A traveller to the Cape in 1730 
noted that, “Every farmer requires many more slaves than 
members of his own household to grow his crops and develop 
his land”.22 These slaves were drawn almost exclusively from 
the Indian Ocean trading system that had been wrested from 
Portuguese dominance by the Dutch in the early 1600s.23 The 
surnames of numerous people across Southern Africa continue 
to indicate the slave status of their ancestors, with the Januarys, 
Februarys, Appolus’ and Junius’ being obvious examples, 
and the names Malgaas (Madagascar) and Mazbieker 
(Mozambique) continuing to indicate the geographical slave 
origins of contemporary Southern Africans.24 A number 
of these slaves escaped bondage and found sanctuary - or 
betrayal and death - among communities beyond the colony, 
and still others established maroon communities.25 Thus the 
waggon-driver Abram Malagasse (his name indicates that he 
was descended from slaves), who transported Thomas Baines 
from Port Elizabeth to Grahamstown in 1848, asserted a Sotho 
identity and acknowledged the great Chief Moshoeshoe as his 
paramount.26 Today, the descendants of slaves are to be found 
throughout Southern Africa living their lives as full members 
of a wide variety of communities, ranging from Nama through 
to Herero and Sotho.27
The consistent shortage of labour at the Cape during Dutch 
occupation led to the continual importation of slaves from 
overseas, as well as an ever-increasing incorporation of local 
African labourers into the economy: “They entered into 
a social structure already conditioned by the slave system 
and, although nominally free, became subject to similar 
means of coercion and control”.28 Such means of coercion 
and control increasingly came to be based on ascribed race 
and, effectively, remained in place until the laws restricting 
movement and settlement based on race and ethnicity were 
finally abolished in the early 1990s. The shortage of labour that 
characterized the Cape during Dutch occupation did not end 
with the establishment of British rule in 1806. Instead, it was 
exacerbated by the formal abolition of the slave trade in 1807 
and the mass settlement of British settlers in 1820. Although 
the abolition of the slave trade limited the legal importation of 
slaves into the colony, it would not be until 1834 that chattel 
slavery ended. And it was another four years before “free slaves” 
could officially leave their former masters. In the absence of 
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slave imports, the British administration introduced legislation 
aimed at forcing free people of colour to work within the 
settler economy on the basis of their ascribed race.29
The arrival of English settlers, who soon adapted to the mind-
set and forms of exploitation in the colony, led to an even 
greater demand for labour.30 It was reported that by 1828, 
Albany district, where the settlers had been settled, suffered 
from “more acute shortage of labour, than any other district” 
and that “free labourers cannot be procured in the country”.31 
In the 1980s, Julian Cobbing started a historiographical 
revolution that showed that the drive to acquire labour for 
the colony contributed significantly to the destabilization 
of Southern Africa as a whole and the movement of people 
far beyond the colony’s borders.32 Ordinance 49 of 1828 
finally allowed for the legal recruitment and employment 
of labour from beyond the colony. But, in keeping with the 
earlier Caledon Code of 1809, the movement of people of 
colour was to be regulated by means of passes whereby “those 
found without a pass could be pressganged for up to twelve 
months”.33 It was on the basis of this legislation that the Xhosa 
party painted by Baines arrived in the colony as migrant 
labourers.
The shortage of labour that had characterized the pre-
industrial economy of Southern Africa prior to 1870 was 
exacerbated by the discovery of diamonds and the subsequent 
development of an industrial economy based on mining.34 The 
development of industrial mining and its associated industries 
led to a dramatic increase in the movement of people in 
Southern Africa. In 1874, two years after the diamond rush 
in Kimberly in the Cape Colony started, British Naval Officer 
Vernon Lovett Cameron travelled across central Africa from 
the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean and described Balozi 
traders from the Zambesi Valley in what is today’s western 
Zambia buying slaves from Garanganze in southern Congo.35 
Cameron speculated that some of these men would end up 
as labourers in the diamond mines in South Africa. Sixteen 
years later, hunter George Westbeech, who operated in what is 
present-day western Zimbabwe and north-eastern Botswana, 
exported “a large contingent of Africans to work in the newly 
opened gold mines at Klerksdorp” in the Transvaal.36
The defeat of the Boer republics in the South African War 
(1899-1902) heralded an enormous programme of economic 
and political reconstruction in what would become the 
Union of South Africa under High Commissioner Sir Alfred 
Milner. His plans, which emphasized the reconstruction and 
development of South Africa’s mines and agriculture, led to 
an unprecedented demand for labour throughout Southern 
Africa.37 When the South African War began in 1899, the gold 
mines employed approximately 90,000 African labourers and 
by 1910 this had doubled to 183,793 men drawn from all over 
Southern Africa.38 Indeed, so desperate was the demand for 
labour that, to overcome the shortfall in labour, the Transvaal 
Chamber of Mines imported no fewer than 60,000 indentured 
Chinese labourers between 1904 and 1906 at salaries lower 
than those paid to African labourers.39 None-the-less, the 
demand for labour remained high and in the seventy years 
that followed, the Witwatersrand Native Labour Association 
(‘Wenela’), which was founded in 1900 by the Chamber of 
Mines, actively recruited labour across Southern Africa until its 
demise in 1978.40 
Predominantly male migrants, from all over Southern Africa 
travelled to the mines in South Africa in search of profit, 
status and manhood.41 Over the years, historians and others 
have developed a burgeoning literature that has sought to 
deal with the social, cultural, economic and political history 
of migrant labour to the mines of South Africa.42 This move 
to South Africa continues today. The world’s deepest gold 
mines and richest platinum mines were dug by and continue 
to be dependent on migrant labour from the Eastern Cape, 
Lesotho and as far afield as Southern Congo, Tanzania and 
Angola. The bulk of the 34 miners shot dead at Marikana 
in August 2012 were migrant labourers from the Eastern 
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Cape.43 The wine and apple farms of the Western Cape, which 
undercut the minimum wage levels instituted by the South 
African government, employ paperless migrants44 and the 
hunting and wildlife farms of the Eastern Cape depend on 
Zimbabwean labourers.45 As in the United States of America 
and the European Union, large sectors of the South African 
economy are dependent on expendable migrant labour, 
labour that has no formal legal standing, is usually not 
unionized and generally has no recourse to the law. The wave 
of xenophobic violence that swept across South Africa in 2008 
targeted the most vulnerable in society, people who in terms 
of appearance, speech and behaviour were considered not to 
be South African. Yet amid all the killing, it was not European, 
American, Australian, Chinese, or Indian, economic migrants 
that were targeted. Instead it was those at the very bottom 
of the economic ladder, with no fewer than a third of those 
killed being South Africans who were mistakenly killed as 
foreigners.46 It was, in the words of one commentator, “not 
simply xenophobia, but specifically negrophobic in character. 
No one is attacking wealthy German, British or French 
foreigners in Camps Bay or anywhere else in South Africa”.47
Movement of Goods
These days everyone is looking for a quality lifestyle 
that’s easy to afford. At Morkels we strive to bring you 
the quality, value and style you deserve at affordable 
prices and convenient payment options.48
In conversation, Robert Ross has often commented that one 
of the driving forces in Southern African history has been 
the bourgeois aspirations of its people. It is the consistent 
drive by people to acquire the goods and ideas associated 
with a respectable middle-class life that unites the sub-
continent’s people and runs throughout its history.49 This 
hunger, particularly for manufactured goods, has thoroughly 
transformed Southern Africa and continues to do so today. 
The monumental growth of South African retail companies, 
such as Shoprite, Morkels, Bradlows, Mr. Price, Pick n Pay, 
Woolworths and numerous others throughout Southern Africa 
and beyond in the years since 1994 is a direct outcome of this 
demand.50 Young people in Kolwezi, Congo DRC, Katima 
Mulilo, Namibia and Cabinda, Angola, all aspire to the good 
life and the attributes associated with such a lifestyle, be it 
motor vehicles, bottled beer, or clothing.51
As with millions of later migrants to Southern Africa, those 
painted by Baines in 1848 were, to paraphrase Michael Barrett, 
“striding home majestically”, bearing their hard-earned 
goods and the promise of improved standing in their home 
kraals and villages.52 In terms of the material goods they bore 
with them oxen, beads, calabashes, three-legged cooking 
pots, manufactured clothing and blankets, firearms and 
undoubtedly a whole host of goodies that I have not been able 
to pick up in the painting such as tinderboxes, needles, paper 
and so forth.53 What we see taking place on the frontier of the 
Eastern Cape Colony is a revolution in consumption, which 
led ultimately to permanent changes in the material culture of 
people.54 Within less than a hundred years, people went from 
a material culture, in which objects could largely be made by 
craftsmen with locally sourced materials, to a material culture 
whose objects were industrially produced in factories half way 
around the world.
As the industrial revolution got underway in Great Britain, it 
did so hand in hand with the export and trade of industrially 
manufactured goods to Southern Africa.55 On the eastern Cape 
frontier from 1824 onwards, the colonial government oversaw 
a regular trade fair at Fort Wiltshire that was circumscribed 
by strict regulations: “Naturally, liquor and firearms were 
forbidden, … [and] each transaction … had to contain a 
‘useful’ item … iron pots, tinder boxes, blankets and cloth”.56 
From 1830 onwards, traders were formally permitted to 
cross the frontier where they traded “consumption goods - 
blankets, cotton rugs, soldiers’ greatcoats, hats, handkerchiefs 
and so on”.57 Writing of the frontier trade, and Grahamstown 
in particular, Clifton Crais noted that the frontier trade 
“became the single most important avenue by which settlers 
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accumulated the capital upon which commercial agriculture 
would develop”.58 Although it seems hardly credible today, 
there was a time when Grahamstown was at the centre of the 
universe. Entering Grahamstown in 1848, Thomas Baines 
provided a description of New Street and, more particularly, 
the town’s dependence on trade that extended beyond the 
colony: 
… we entered the town by New Street which seemed, 
by far, more prolific of canteens and negotie winkels, 
or retail stores, than of private dwellings. Whipsticks 
of bamboo fifteen feet or more in length, ropes of hide 
from the ox, the buffalo, or eland, and other wagon gear, 
cheap guns, tiger skins, pumpkins, beads, brass rings, 
camp kettles, and pots of tin or iron, were displayed at 
every door.59
The clothing, blankets, pots and firearms carried by the 
migrants painted by Baines were undoubtedly acquired in 
Grahamstown.60
From Kaffir Pot to Boere Potjie
Keeping pace with the industrial revolution in Great Britain, 
the three-legged cast-iron cooking pot came to be imported 
into Southern Africa in enormous quantities from the early 
1800s onwards. 61The exquisite and highly detailed paintings 
by Samuel Daniell (1775 -1811), who was appointed by the 
acting governor of the Cape in 1801 to act as draughtsman 
and secretary for a British expedition to the “Booshuana”, 
do not depict cast-iron three-legged cooking pots. Yet by the 
1840s, they are ubiquitous in depictions of daily life. The 
three-legged pot spread around the world in keeping with the 
expansion of industrial imperialism in the nineteenth century. 
A fragment of a cast-iron three-legged cooking pot has even 
been found at the Reno-Benteen Defense Site at the Battle of 
Little Bighorn in the US where General Custer was killed by 
Lakota, Cheyenne and Arapaho warriors in 1876.62 Runaway 
slaves, who established Maroon communities in Jamaica, used 
three-legged cast-iron pots.63 Fragments of these, blown to bits 
by artillery shells, have been found at Orunahi rwozonyungu, 
“Pot Flats” near the site of the Battle of Hamakari in Namibia 
where the OvaHerero were massacred by the forces of Imperial 
Germany in 1904.64
Industrially produced three-legged cast-iron pots arrived in 
Southern Africa in the early 1800s and soon spread far beyond 
the sites of European settlement and deep into the seemingly 
inaccessible areas of the Kalahari and beyond.65 The remains 
of cast-iron pots have turned up in archaeological digs of 
residential sites from the 1850s onwards.66 On the eastern 
frontier of the Cape Colony, the three-legged cast-iron pot 
can be seen in sketches of war scenes.67 As with the returning 
migrants on Baines’s painting, migrants to the mines that 
were developed at Kimberley in the 1870s and Johannesburg 
in the 1880s, returned carrying three-legged cast-iron pots 
and firearms.68 Potjies as they are called in Southern Africa 
feature in a myriad of sketches and paintings produced by 
European artists who travelled into the interior. Frank Oates, 
an English adventurer who made it as far as Victoria Falls 
before dying of fever, produced a painting of his hunter’s 
camp in Matabeleland that shows a potjie.69 By the 1880s three 
legged cast-iron pots were everywhere in southern African 
communities. The defeat of these communities in the face of 
European imperialism has been documented photographically. 
By its very nature, cast-iron does not burn easily and, all 
too often, scenes of burnt-down and devastated African 
settlements display cast-iron three-legged pots.70
Over the years potjies have become standardized and come 
in a range of sizes starting at ¼, which is sufficient for one 
person, through to 25, which is large enough to feed sixty. The 
potjie has become an integral part of Southern African identity 
today and no Afrikaner or Herero/Nama/Tswana/Sotho/Zulu/
Pedi/Xhosa wedding would be complete without at least some 
form of potjikos being served. Enormous potjiekos festivals 
and cooking competitions are held in Southern Africa, and 
in the Southern African diaspora, with a variety of cookery 
books and a stunning number of garish websites specifically 
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dedicated to potjie-recipes.71 Not surprisingly, potjies can be 
hired by the hour from catering companies in South Africa.72 
Normally placed on a bed of coals the potjie has evolved in 
keeping with the urbanisation of Southern Africans. As such 
the CADAC gas company, whose slogan is “Live the Braai Life”, 
has developed the “potjiecooker” attachment that can be fitted 
to its gas canisters, and is designed to fit a no. 2 or 3 potjie.73
In keeping with the potjie’s role as the marker of 
industrialization today, the largest supplier of potjies is the 
People’s Republic of China. Numerous Chinese companies 
compete for clients and the Internet is awash with small 
companies seeking contracts and promising the best of wares.74 
As to the quality of the materials being delivered, the pride of 
British industrialism Sheffield steel has been overshadowed 
and the Qingdao Xinghe Machinery Co. Ltd. now supplies 
potjies with the text “Best Quality: Made in South Africa” 
emblazoned on them.75 Be that as it may, potjies unite people 
throughout the sub-continent, irrespective of ethnicity or 
race. No public function from weddings to the inauguration 
or funeral of a highly respected elder statesman would be 
complete without some form of meat stew cooked in a potjie. 
In this Southern Africans are united.
Firearms
“Guns brought labourers” wrote the historian De Kiewiet. This 
was as true of the Diamond fields of the 1870s, of which he 
was writing, as of the Cape Colony from which the migrants 
were returning with their muskets in 1848 in the painting 
by Baines.76 Firearms are important because they enabled, 
not only the subjugation of African polities but also the 
maintenance of independent African polities.77 They allowed 
the acquisition of commodities that had hitherto usually lain 
beyond the reach of people. Firearms made it possible to hunt 
elephants, rhinos, buffaloes and lions in a manner that did not 
immediately endanger the life of the hunter. In addition, they 
made it possible to harvest the wildlife of Southern Africa on a 
scale hitherto unseen, and to transform it into the ivory, hides, 
pelts, feathers and dried meat, some of which Baines described 
as being on sale in Grahamstown in 1848.78 Ownership of 
guns and horses, of “the means of destruction” as Jack Goody 
famously quipped, enabled Southern African communities 
to devastate other communities, while maintaining the 
independence of their own.79 The hunting and raiding by 
commando based societies from the late 1700s onwards is a 
case in point.80 It is supremely telling that a IKung man, when 
asked in 1952 if he had an image of God, replied “God is a man 
on a horse with a gun”.81 
Guns have been associated with the arrival of European 
mariners to the coast of Southern Africa from the late fifteenth 
century onwards. A year prior to the Siege of Leiden, the 
Portuguese actively deployed 600 arquebusier musketeers in 
a set-piece battle that lasted three days in the Zambezi valley 
as early as 1572.82 Marks and Atmore have noted that “a ‘gun 
society’ existed at the Cape from the beginning of white 
settlement there in 1652”.83 Dutch musketeers ran afoul of the 
damp mists on the Namibian coast in 1670 and were killed 
when their muskets failed to fire on account of wet powder.84 
Raiders and refugees from the Cape, Xhosa communities 
were aware of firearms from at least the early 1700s onwards 
and began actively acquiring firearms in the late 1700s.85 By 
1839, it was noted that “large numbers of muskets, [had been 
acquired by Xhosa] first by smuggling and indeed now openly 
by traders” and that they were “becoming more bold and 
expert in the use of them”.86 During the War of the Axe in 1846, 
firearms were common and used to great effect by the Xhosa, 
who avoided set-piece battles and engaged in guerrilla warfare 
where they, “keep to the bush and take advantage of our men 
being in the open to fire at them: when we return their fire, we 
do so with scarcely any effect, having nothing but the bush to 
fire at”.87 From 1867 onwards, Kimberley became the centre 
for the gun trade in Southern Africa. Succinct as always, De 
Kiewiet wrote, “The diamond fields needed native labourers 
and the virtual free trade [in firearms] that was permitted at 
the diggings was excellent bait”.88 
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Of late, after a lull of nearly 50 years, there has been a 
resurgence in the study of firearms in the history of Africa.89 
The global conflicts, be they the Napoleonic wars, the World 
Wars, the Cold War, or the so-called Global War on Terror 
(GWOT), have all to some extent been fought in Africa 
and have all had unintended and lasting consequences in 
the continent, particularly with regard to the firearms that 
remained as surplus after the fighting ended.90 The transition 
in Western Europe of armies from muskets to rifled firearms 
during and after the Napoleonic wars, meant that the world 
market came to be flooded with muskets that were no longer 
being used by the enormous standing armies that had been 
established.91 The muskets, as with the rifles that replaced 
them, were hand-made and were thus comparatively easy to 
repair.92 The military surplus “Brown Bess” or “Tower Musket” 
(so called because its barrel had been proofed at the Tower of 
London) was the standard exported to Southern Africa until 
the 1870s. Although as with the potjies currently produced in 
China but alleged to have been made in South Africa, White 
has described how “Birmingham gunmakers stamped their 
guns ‘London’, while Belgians used Birmingham trade names, 
slightly misspelt”.93 The enormous rearmament - from muskets 
to rifles - in Europe’s armies was repeated fifty years later when, 
“between 1867 and 1875 nearly all the European countries 
rearmed with metallic-cartridge breech-loaders, thus making 
vast quantities of military weapons obsolete”.94 This change did 
not go unnoticed in Southern Africa. From the 1870s onwards, 
all wars in Southern Africa were fought with breech-loader 
rifles, albeit that African forces were outnumbered more often 
than not in terms of firearms. It was in an effort to redress this 
imbalance that thousands of men took the ‘bait’ and joined the 
migrant labour system to acquire firearms. 95On the diamond 
fields, working time and wages were measured in terms of 
multiples of firearms. “The guns [were] in the hands of furtive 
knots of Basuto who scurried [them] through the Free State 
to Basutoland on their way from the diamond fields”.96 They 
ensured the victory of Basuto forces against the Boers of the 
Orange Free State as well as Imperial Britain, and thus the 
maintenance of the independence of the state founded by 
Mosheshoe, namely contemporary Lesotho. Although not as 
fortunate as the followers of Moshoeshoe, Peter Delius has 
described in detail how the Bapedi were able to maintain their 
independence in the face of Boer aggression from the South 
African Republic before being finally defeated by Imperial 
Britain.97
Firearms are not just objects for killing but also have a 
symbolic purpose. The work of Macola in Central Africa, van 
Beek and others in contemporary West Africa as well as my 
own ongoing research on the Kaleloze gun in Western Zambia 
are examples of this. 98However it is important not to over 
emphasize the symbolic, for it was precisely in Southern Africa 
that the ability of firearms to kill and maim came to the fore. 
The extermination of wildlife, be it the Quagga or the Cape 
Lion, both of which became extinct in the 1870s, and the 
multitude of bloody wars that afflicted the region between 
1850 and 2000 were made possible by firearms carried by 
individuals.99
Clothing
Thomas Baines was an astute observer who did not only paint 
and sketch but also kept a detailed journal for part of the 
time that he was in Southern Africa. His first description of 
Xhosa women encountered on the road from Port Elizabeth to 
Grahamstown near Howieson’s Poort, bears quoting:
… [the Xhosa women] with their erect stately carriage 
and easy motion, their muscular but well formed arms 
hanging carelessly by their sides, while a heavy burden 
was supported upon their heads. Around the waist 
or over the full breast was tied the garment required 
within the authority of the Magistrate, a petticoat of some 
civilised manufacture, while the rest of the figure was 
adorned with large beads of brilliant colours or rings 
and chains of brass and copper.100
The stipulation that clothing of “civilised manufacture” be 
worn was in line with the proclamations dealing with trade 
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fairs that had been established by the colonial administration 
at Grahamstown and Fort Wiltshire where strict regulations 
emphasized that each transaction had to include a “useful 
item” that was of industrial manufacture and included blankets 
and cloth.101 Monica Wilson, (née Hunter) who had grown 
up on a mission station in the Eastern Cape, drew attention 
to the fact that, “it was characteristic … that Xhosa women, 
as well as men, sought employment” in the Colony and that, 
“from the very beginning, [missionary wives] taught sewing 
classes, that the women might make clothes for themselves”.102 
However it was expected, and at times legislated, that clothing 
had to fulfil certain criteria, that maintained or reinforced 
social distinction and distance. Thus in a letter to The Star 
newspaper in Johannesburg in 1911, a reader wrote: “No native 
should be allowed to wear ordinary European dress during 
working hours, and employers should combine to this end. 
European dress gives him an inflated sense of importance and 
equality”.103 Robert Ross has written extensively and eloquently 
on how specific ways of dressing came to be globalized 
and used to define and categorize status in society.104 The 
acquisition of clothing was not a one-way process in which 
missionaries or authorities enforced clothing and styles on 
people. 105 Far from it, in keeping with the saying “clothes 
make the man”, clothing allowed people to present and make 
themselves in ways that they believed were in line with their 
own identity and status. Godfrey Wilson, the husband of 
Monica Wilson referred to above, worked in Zambia and noted 
the following about the people amongst whom he worked in 
Kabwe in the late 1930s:
The Africans of Broken Hill are not a cattle people, nor 
a goat people, nor a fishing people, nor a tree cutting 
people, they are a dressed people.106
The dancing and clothing competitions described by Wilson 
continue amongst migrants in contemporary South Africa.107 
These men bring to mind the Sappeur of Congo DRC as well as 
the Mapantsula of South Africa, men who made a competition 
out of being dressed in the most stylish, resplendent and 
expensive clothing possible; clothing that in the normal course 
of events would lie completely beyond their level of income 
and social standing.108 
Clothing can be used as a uniform, or to signal allegiance to a 
particular set of beliefs and ideas. This can be in the form of 
a sash tied around the arm, such as in the third force attacks 
by Witdoeke in the late 1980s.109 Or, the dress styles of gang 
members in the Cape Flats in the early 1980s of which it was 
noted that:
Gang dress includes a ‘tiger’ jacket (a standard lumber-
jacket turned inside out, showing the tartan lining and 
a ‘Tiger’ trade-label), hang-gat (baggy-seated) trousers, 
a cloth cap, and ‘tackies’ (tennis shoes) laced in an 
elaborate weave.110
In the twentieth century and even today, domestic servants 
in Southern Africa are often expected to wear uniforms that 
denote their status as houseboys, garden boys, cook boys, 
housemaids, house girls, and nannies.111 In keeping with the 
racist stereotypes on the sub-continent, black workers were 
infantilized as boys and girls, and in keeping with this, the 
uniforms assigned to them emphasized this social position. 
Gardeners were issued khaki uniforms with coloured piping 
that consisted of draw string shorts and smocks.112 In the early 
1980s, these clothes were used against the powers that be when 
students active in the struggle against apartheid consciously 
transgressed clothing norms by wearing overalls, skirts and 
khaki uniforms, which were normally worn by domestic 
servants, thereby subverting the sensibilities of apartheid 
supporters.113 Similarly at the recent opening of parliament 
in South Africa, Members of Parliament representing the 
Economic Freedom Fighters attended dressed in the uniforms 
of domestic workers and miners.114
The term Blanket Xhosa came to be used to denote 
backwardness or rural connotations and affiliation with 
“traditional” belief systems.115 It is interesting to see that 
blankets of industrial manufacture should come to be 
associated with timeless “tradition”. When young middle-class 
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men are circumcised in the Eastern Cape today, they overcome 
boredom during their seclusion by listening to music on their 
mobile phones and then re-emerge dressed in traditional 
blankets.116 When broken down into its separate constituents, 
such a picture seems to be an amalgam of contradictions, 
yet in the eyes of the people participating in the rituals that 
transform children into adults, there is no contradiction; in 
the realm of ideas and thoughts, industrially manufactured 
blankets fold seamlessly into tradition and this is the clothing 
that needs to be worn in the face of “tradition”.
Movement of Ideas
It is intriguing to think about what the young woman at the 
very centre of Baines’s painting is carrying in her purse. Could 
it be that she is carrying money, medicines and pieces of paper 
or little knick-knacks that appeal to her fancy? For the purpose 
of this presentation, let us hazard a guess and claim that she is 
carrying money, written papers and some form of medicine 
or amulet that ensured metaphysical protection. To be allowed 
to enter the Colony, she would have had to have been issued 
with a written pass and she would have worked there and been 
paid in kind and coin.117 In so doing, she and her companions 
were introduced to the idea of working for money. Or rather, 
the idea of the commodification of everything and the sale of 
commodities, the sale of land, the effective commodification of 
things that had hitherto not been commodified. In addition, as 
the pass in her purse would have made abundantly clear, what 
was written upon a piece of paper could have more value and 
worth than individual personality. What you may or may not 
have been as a person was irrelevant in the face of bureaucracy 
in which your paper status was paramount. Having crossed the 
frontier and entered into Cape Colony, it is more than likely 
that she and her companions would have prepared themselves 
and sought to protect themselves from harm of both a physical 
as well as metaphysical nature. In the Colony the woman and 
her companions would have come into contact with Christian 
ideas, moralities and ways of being to a far greater extent than 
had hitherto been the case.118 
The Ideas Associated with Money
Unknown to Baines and his subjects, ideas associated with 
the money in the purse carried by the young woman heralded 
a radical transformation of social life, which would come to 
be seen as “a dark satanic force tearing at the very fabric of 
society”.119 Little more than a generation later when the baby 
and child in the painting would have become adults with 
children of their own, a “community of affliction”, of needing 
to work for money to survive, drew Africans into the maw of 
colonial society.120 
The exchange and circulation of goods, commodities and 
services existed within the economies of Southern Africa prior 
to the arrival of European ships and sailors off the Cape of 
Good Hope. The first Portuguese sailors who went ashore 
at the Cape traded iron hoops and nails for cattle, sheep 
and other goods at rates of exchange that initially appeared 
incomprehensible. It was the beginning of the disruption of 
the “human economies” that had existed in Southern Africa.121 
Beginning with Bronislaw Malinowski and Marcel Mauss 
in the 1920s through to Maurice Bloch and David Graeber 
in the present, anthropologists have outlined and discussed 
economies that have radically different conceptions of values, 
debt and social relations to those of the market economy. The 
work of Jane Guyer (who popularized the concept of “Wealth 
in People” in African History122) and others brought to the fore 
how the economies of Africa were conceived of in terms of 
interpersonal relationships, in contrast to an “Atlantic economy 
of material wealth”. As Joe Miller put it, “What ambitious men 
struggled to was … not direct supervision over others, and 
still less stocks of the physical products of their labour beyond 
immediate needs, since both people and their fabrications were 
all too perishable, but rather a general claim to unspecified 
future labour and its product at whatever moment need for 
them might arise”.123 In other words, “real wealth resided in 
dependents abstract collective obligation to provide future 
material goods upon demand” and not in warehouses full of 
perishable commodities.124 These economies, in which the 
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interpersonal relationship was central and consistently re-
established and re-enforced through gifts, marriage alliances 
and general sociability125 came to be disrupted with the coming 
of the market economy and the introduction of money, which, 
in the words of Bloch and Parry, “acts as a kind of acid which 
inexorably dissolves cherished cultural discriminations, [and] 
eats away at qualitative differences and reduces personal 
relations to impersonality”.126
The introduction of money brought about the 
commodification of the world and broke down everything into 
quantifiable and allegedly mutually exchangeable units that 
were assigned monetary value. This led to the development of 
an ideology and economic system that argued that it allowed 
the exchange of things without any residual debt or social 
obligation remaining.127 In this manner, land, water and 
even the lives of individual human beings could be assigned 
monetary value. The economic system, in which everything 
could be bought or sold for money, spread rapidly from the 
Cape into the interior of Southern Africa. This economic 
system also allowed for, enabled and facilitated the selling 
and trading in money of metaphysical dreams and promises 
of riches to be acquired in the future, in the form of shares in 
all manner of undertakings that were traded on the world’s 
stock exchanges. In this manner, from one day to the next, 
whole swathes of territory and the people living there, could 
find themselves the subjects of financial undertakings, such as 
the South West African Corporation (SWACO) or the British 
South Africa Company (BSAC), which existed at the whim 
and fancy of shareholders in London or Berlin. The invasion 
of Rhodesia (present-day Zimbabwe), the brutal and bloody 
subjugation of its people and the theft of the country’s natural 
resources were all justified in terms of the profit motives of 
the shareholders of the BSAC. Similarly the perpetration 
of genocide in Namibia by the forces of Imperial Germany 
between 1904 and 1908 was ultimately carried out in the 
interests of the shareholders of SWACO, yet another of the 
many cats paws initially controlled by Cecil John Rhodes.128 
The same is true in the present where, in the interests of the 
repayment of debt incurred by others, millions upon millions 
of people have been forced to forego education, health care 
and adequate housing. The enormous structural adjustment 
programmes of the 1980s through to the present that have 
brought untold misery to millions of people in Zambia, 
Malawi and Zimbabwe were carried out in the interests of 
profit motive that unjustly places profit before human lives.129
Many have covered the role of migrants in the economic 
development of South Africa, but it was Monica Wilson, 
who explained that, although individual migrants may have 
developed the industries of South Africa, it was in fact the rural 
African families that had subsidized the economy. She noted 
that “South Africa has lived on the capital of a very strong 
African family system, and that capital has been squandered”.130 
In the interests of capital, social life was destroyed as “The old 
family system [was] … deeply undermined by the separation 
of husband and wife, the lack of supervision of children, the 
high illegitimacy rate, all of which are immediately and directly 
linked with migrant labour”.131 Rural families in rural Southern 
Africa subsidized urban growth and business interests to the 
detriment of their own well-being. Writing of the frontiers 
of the Cape Colony in the 1870s, De Kiewiet elegantly stated 
that “Within South Africa there was not to be found a single 
tribe that was sufficient unto itself. The natives bought, they 
sold, they worked”.132 Unable to produce sufficient to support 
themselves, Africans were forced into the labour market to 
survive. De Kiewiet determined that, by 1877, “the bulk of 
the able-bodied men of Basutoland and the native districts of 
the Cape Eastern Province depended upon wages in money 
or kind as an important source of income, without which 
indeed they could not expect to uphold even the low level 
on which they existed. On this the evidence is emphatic and 
will not brook any denial”.133 This dependence on money to 
survive has not diminished and has spread from the Cape 
throughout Southern Africa as a whole. What Audrey Richards 
and Godfrey Wilson wrote of Bemba families in what is today’s 
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north-eastern Zambia as “earning clothes through hunger” 
remains as poignantly true in the present as it did in the 
1930s.134
Ideas on Paper and the Importance of the Written Word
Entering the Colony, the migrants painted by Baines arrived 
in a world that was governed by paper and the written 
word. Through the power ascribed to the written word, the 
administration of the Cape determined the extent of its 
jurisdiction and sought to govern and control the territory and 
people under its command. This extended down to the most 
intimate. As noted earlier, the written word determined what 
people would be allowed to wear within the colony; in keeping 
with sentiments and moralities inspired by the written word 
of the Bible.135 Topographical maps drawn up and pored over 
by officers of the British army determined boundaries, fields 
of fire, the placing of fortifications, lines of communication 
and the limits of jurisdiction and, on the basis of maps, 
people were expelled from territory and others offered land 
for lease and purchase. During the VOC administration, 
people’s movement, residence and sites of employment had 
been constrained by written passes. The same held true for 
the British administration; to be allowed to enter the Colony, 
the migrants depicted by Baines would have been issued with 
passes that entitled them to work and reside in Albany District. 
Passes and pass laws have a long and ignoble history in the 
history of Southern Africa. In Southern Africa, issues of life or 
death were decided merely on the basis of words and symbols 
written on pieces of paper or embossed on metal tokens. In 
the aftermath of the Herero-German War in Namibia, all 
Africans over the age of eight were required by law to wear 
brass tokens around their necks, which were embossed with 
the crown of the German Emperor, the magisterial district 
in which they were legally permitted to reside and a number 
that corresponded with those listed in bureaucratic files that 
determined labour allocations. Through to the 1980s, the 
South African government deported thousands of people 
from the urban areas to rural areas to which people had been 
assigned on the basis of their assigned race and ethnicity that 
were listed in passes.
Within the Colony, the written words in newspapers voiced 
the concerns and beliefs of its settlers, as well as market prices, 
shipping news and visceral editorials. The pernicious effects 
of the written word, as exemplified by Robert Godlonton 
and the Grahamstown Journal, cannot be overstated. Social 
Darwinism, coupled with a belief in the divine destiny of 
British settlers, fuelled the relentless propaganda drive to 
expand into the territory of the Amaxhosa that was carried by 
the Grahamstown Journal and its editor who famously stated, 
that “the British race was selected by God himself to colonise 
Kaffraria”.136 The callous sentiments of this Schreibtischtäter137 
were shared by another equally murderous man, Sir George 
Grey, who saw a divine hand at work in the aftermath of the 
Xhosa Cattle-Killing too. When in the midst of mass starvation 
and the death of innocents, he merely saw benefit for the 
settler colony and stated: “The Natives are to become useful 
servants, consumers of our goods, contributors to our revenue, 
in short, a source of strength and wealth to this Colony, such as 
Providence designed them to be”.138
Thankfully, the power of the written word could also be used 
to subvert the powers that be, and nowhere was this clearer 
than in the redeployment of the Bible to bring to the fore the 
contradictions and hypocrisy of colonial administrations.139 
As Landau noted, “Christianity cheerfully embraced 
profound contradictions, variant ideas and implausible 
stories, as truth”.140 In Southern Africa, Christianity, with its 
weird ideas of life after death, divine power that brokered 
no opposition and the inevitable resurrection of the dead, 
found traction as one possible explanation for tumultuous 
events in societies that struggled to comprehend what was 
happening. Christianity became important because it provided 
its believers with an explanation for what was taking place 
and a way of being. Conversion or, for the more cynical 
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amongst us, close association with missionaries, allowed for 
the maintenance of independence.141 Christianity consistently 
and unambiguously asserted the fundamental equality of 
all mortals in the eyes of the Lord; important in colonial 
societies within which racial inequality increasingly came to 
be enforced through everyday experience and legislation.142 
Within the hypocrisy that was colonial settler society, this 
fundamental equality was consistently downplayed or simply 
denied as theologians engaged in all manner of doctrinal 
gymnastics in futile attempts to justify the unjustifiable.143 
Yet in the end, Christianity is at its core a fundamentally 
revolutionary creed that denies the ultimate authority of any 
secular worldly power and consistently calls into question all 
those who seek to assert and control this power on earth.144 
Consistently, the scriptures and doctrines of Christianity have 
provided the people of Southern Africa over time with all 
manner of ideas and concepts with which they could seek to 
“smite and chastise their enemies”. When Herero survivors 
asserted their independence and unity at the funeral of Samuel 
Maharero in 1923 in the face of South African colonial rule 
and German genocidal violence, they did so on the basis of 
their own interpretation and understanding of the Scriptures 
that inevitably ran counter to that of their missionaries. The 
horrors described in the Book of Isaiah spoke directly to their 
own lived experience yet held within it the promise of their 
own inevitable redemption.145
Christianity gave people a voice with which to deal with 
new concepts, yet it was at its most powerful in its symbiotic 
relationship with beliefs and ideas of the meta-physical that 
already existed.146 Jeff Peires has illustrated in detail the power 
of Christian beliefs in combination with Amaxhosa ideas 
dealing with life, morality and independence. In varying ways, 
the tragedy that befell the Amaxhosa in the Cattle-Killing of 
1856-7 had been preceded and was repeated in millenarian 
movements in other communities across the sub-continent. 
All too often, these divinely inspired movements ended in 
bloodshed as the powers that be deployed the full might of 
the colonial and post-colonial state to destroy the heralds of 
Zion and the New Jerusalem.147 The combination of theologies 
did and does not only occur in the most fundamental issues 
of life and death but also in the everyday. The Oswenka who 
inhale muti (medicines) which will “make them glow when 
they appear before the judges” in their swanky clothes combine 
clothing and style that originated from beyond the borders 
of Southern Africa with beliefs and ideas about the manner 
in which the world works that originate within the sub-
continent.148
It is unthinkable that the migrants sketched by Baines would 
have arrived in the colony without protecting themselves 
in a metaphysical sense. To this end, the prepared bracelets, 
anklets or the unseen application and ingestion of muti 
would have provided protection in a dangerous world. The 
distinction between the metaphysical and the physical world 
did not, and still does not, exist for the bulk of people in 
Southern Africa and only a fool would fail to take cognisance 
of this and take adequate measures. Zanla guerrillas, officially 
engaged in fighting for the establishment of a socialist society 
in Zimbabwe, did not rely solely on the power that came out 
of the barrels of their AKs but also made extensive use of the 
powers of spirit mediums and Nganga in their war against 
the settler state.149 Southern African footballers and their 
supporters do not only rely on the sporting prowess of their 
star players but actively engage in all manner of activities that 
seek to harness metaphysical powers that will ensure victory 
on the field.150 The same holds true for business people and 
politicians.151 Ways of dealing with the metaphysical have 
generally been glossed in terms of witchcraft and sorcery, 
and there are complete libraries that deal with this issue 
in Southern Africa, much of which concentrates on the 
spectacular and exotic.152 Seeking to understand Southern 
Africa’s past, historians need to recognize the importance of 
the metaphysical in the everyday and to take account of this in 
their analyses. 
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Conclusion
“History is natural selection. Mutant versions of the 
past struggle for dominance; new species of fact arise, 
and old, saurian truths go to the wall, blindfolded and 
smoking last cigarettes. Only the mutations of the strong 
survive. The weak, the anonymous, the defeated leave 
few marks: field-patterns, axe-heads, folk-tales, broken 
pitchers, burial mounds, the fading memory of their 
youthful beauty. History loves only those who dominate 
her: it is a relationship of mutual enslavement.” 
Salman Rushdie, Shame
There is so much more that I wanted to say and there is so 
much that I have said that has been said by others. How then is 
what I say different, let alone important, from what others have 
said before? Perhaps it is the belief that history is to be found 
in the material objects of everyday life. In history we attempt 
to describe the never-ending struggle by and between people 
to determine what should happen in any given situation. 
The manner in which objects are deployed or used depends 
on people’s ideas and what they think is appropriate in any 
given situation. In this way, people make history within the 
constraints placed upon them of both a physical as well as a 
metaphysical nature.153 
One way of describing this is by attempting to track and follow 
the movement of people, goods and ideas over time. However 
if there is one thing that we have learnt from anthropology, 
it is that people and things mean different things to different 
people in different times and different places. Academics at 
Leiden University would have difficulty in ascribing life force 
to tea-spoons or any other material object, yet the same cannot 
be said for the rest of humanity.154 For the bulk of humanity, 
the distinction between animate and inanimate or for that 
matter physical and metaphysical, simply does not exist; all 
things, be they humans or rocks and stones, can be imbued 
with force that may or may not be visible. It is this that needs 
to be borne in mind when dealing with the history of Southern 
Africa. Things, are never just things. They, as with people, are 
what they are because they exist in a socio-cultural context that 
is dynamic and consistently changes though time.
The movement of people is a central theme in the history of 
Southern Africa and forms part of the triptych, the movement 
of people, goods and ideas.155 It is in the struggle to control 
this movement that the history of human societies in the sub-
continent has come to be formed.156 Studying the movement 
of people one soon realizes that the movement of people has 
been the norm. Throughout time, people have moved to and 
around Southern Africa and, in so doing, they have been linked 
within the sub-continent as well as the wider world beyond. In 
moving, people have transported goods and ideas and come 
into contact with and acquired hitherto unknown goods and 
ideas. 
Bearing in mind the admonition not to be antiquarian, in the 
pursuit of historical meaning, I seek to begin with the material 
objects of everyday life and then place them in a socio-cultural 
setting and study them through time. The rusted remains 
of a musket barrel unearthed in an archaeological dig in the 
Eastern Cape only attains full meaning when it is placed in its 
socio-cultural context as a weapon forged in industrial Europe, 
transported and traded for wage labour on the diamond fields 
of the Highveld and used to defend the independence of a 
polity beyond the frontier of the Cape Colony. In keeping 
with this approach, it will be clear that I will continue to shy 
away from a belief in the number-crunching capacities of our 
computers for although they may well throw up interesting 
anomalies with regard to firearm imports, they cannot tell us 
what the symbolic value and social or cultural context of these 
guns was, let alone the wide variety of meanings in terms of 
age, seniority, gender and race that people attached to such 
guns.
The acquisition of material goods, be they cooking pots, 
firearms or clothing, transformed the material cultures of the 
societies involved. Over time there has been a convergence of 
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desires, consumption and the use of material objects within 
Southern Africa. Today young men in Southern Africa aspire 
to the same cars, same fast-food, same clothing and same 
armaments, irrespective of race but respective of class. These 
material objects gain meaning when placed within the socio-
cultural context in which they are used. A Toyota Hi-Ace mini-
bus with white-walled tyres and a snazzy paint-job is totally 
out of place as the means of transport for a white-collar bank 
employee resident in the Northern Suburbs of Johannesburg 
but thoroughly acceptable for a blue-collar municipal worker 
in downtown Johannesburg. Similarly, a three-legged cooking 
pot only gets meaning when it is placed within the socio-
cultural context within which it is used; as a nostalgic artefact 
signalling affiliation within the South African diaspora or as a 
symbol of prosperity and union at a wedding feast. 
In all of this, it is clear that ideas determine human action. 
Ideas determine that hanggat jeans are worn to denote gang 
membership in the Western Cape. This is not to deny the 
material conditions that have engendered the massive social 
deprivation brought about by apartheid’s forced removals 
that contributed to the continued culture of criminality and 
brutal violence. Yet ideas, in this instance images and symbols 
of gangs and membership, serve to make intelligible what has 
happened and how people could seek to deal with these events. 
For every gang member, there is a religious zealot and often 
one can become the other.157 In other words, gang membership 
is a way of dealing with a material reality, even if it is a socially 
unacceptable one. Another course could have been religious 
fundamentalism.
In contemporary South Africa, it is not strange to meet petrol 
attendants, road workers, newspaper salesmen or waiters 
in Scarborough in the Cape Peninsula who have travelled 
overland from Malawi in search of a better life. Talking to 
these people makes one realize that Southern Africa is a 
single whole, albeit with different accents. It is true that the 
Cape is not the Transvaal, Zimbabwe is not Botswana, and 
historical processes in Namibia are not necessarily the same 
as those in Zambia, but they are part of a single articulated 
whole. What ties Southern Africa together besides culturally 
informed deep structure is labour, economic institutions and 
the consumptive practises of its population. The economic 
institutions established in the past two centuries, be they 
mining companies, labour recruiting agencies, retail chains or 
trade and border agreements bind Southern Africa together. 
With slight regional variations and dependent on their class 
position, Southern Africans eat the same foods and aspire to 
the same material goods. In these terms, there is more that 
binds a Malawian peasant to a South African peasant than 
divides them. Similarly, Southern African workers, be they 
in Tsumeb Namibia, Johannesburg South Africa or Ndola 
Zambia, all aspire to the same material goods bought from the 
same stores at the same exorbitant interest rate.
Whilst steering clear of horror for horror’s sake when dealing 
with Southern African history, I will teach a history that does 
not forget or obfuscate the horror of colonial rule, let alone 
the economic institutions that enabled and maintained the 
continuing exploitation of people. In addition, I sincerely hope 
that I will continue to speak to petrol pump attendants and 
peasants for many years to come and that my students will do 
the same. For it is only in this manner that we can maintain the 
human measure (menselijke maat) that is so necessary, yet so 
often missing from history. 
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To Grahamstown and Back: Towards a Socio-Cultural History of Southern 
Africa.
In this lecture Gewald describes and expands upon a painting by Thomas 
Baines that depicts Amaxhosa migrant labourers leaving the Cape Colony 
in 1848. It is Gewald’s belief that what is depicted in this painting is 
representative of what happened in Southern Africa as a whole between 
1650 and the present. He uses the painting as a lens through which to look 
and think about the sub-continent’s past and present. He does this by 
examining the painting in terms of what it tells us about the movement of 
people, goods and ideas in Southern Africa.
Bearing in mind the admonition not to be antiquarian in the pursuit of 
historical meaning, Gewald seeks to begin with the material objects of 
everyday life and then place them in a socio-cultural setting and study 
them through time. Over time there has been a convergence of desires, 
consumption and the use of material objects within Southern Africa. 
These material objects only gain meaning when placed within the socio-
cultural context in which they are used.
In conclusion Gewald argues that Southern Africa is a single whole, 
albeit with different accents. What ties Southern Africa together besides 
culturally informed deep structure is labour, economic institutions and 
the consumptive practises of its population. The economic institutions 
established in the past two centuries, be they mining companies, labour 
recruiting agencies, retail chains or trade and border agreements bind 
Southern Africa together. With slight regional variations and dependent 
on their class position, Southern Africans work for money, for the same 
employers, eat the same foods and aspire to the same material goods. In these 
terms, there is more that binds Southern Africans together than divides them.
